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LET'S PARTY

WEL
COME

Lovebug Pictures was born out of the need to provide unique, authentic and emotional love stories. It is
my goal to preserve your memories in a genuine, non-obtrusive way and to provide you with an
accurate portrayal of the day. Your wedding day is unique to you! Hence, your wedding film should
feel unique to you, which is why I feel so passionate about making films that don't look the same. It is
my goal that the Lovebug Pictures team provides a fun and supportive presence so that you can focus
on the more important events of the day, like tying the knot!



ABOUT ME

Hi! I'm Lauren. 

My favorite moments of the day are waking

up to snuggles from my pomeranian

poodle, Werner Herzdog, (IKYK), and my

border collie, Mosby // I received my

master's in documentary film and made a

feature-length documentary about gibbons

(the lesser primate species) // I love

traveling and have lived in three different

countries (Argentina, Mexico & Thailand)

// I'm a major dork, love asking a ton of

questions and laughing (probably way too

loud) // IPAs and whiskey are my main

drinks of choice // Newly Engaged! //

In love with Portland, OR but 100% down

to travel anywhere and everywhere.



EXPERIENCE

I’m here for you the entire way. If you need help
planning or have a burning question in the middle
of the night, you can count on me. 
 
When we have our consultation call, I will ask you
what moments during the wedding are the most
valuable to you and I will make sure to capture
those and more. In order to best serve you
(creatively), I will ask about how you met, what
makes your relationship special and unique, etc., so
that I can incorporate those details into your final
video. It's important to me that you feel like a co-
collaborator when dreaming up your wedding film.

I also help with timeline planning. There are
specific things you can do with your timeline to
maximize the time you spend with your family. I
want to make sure I’m not keeping you longer than
necessary. 

Finally, it's important to me that you enjoy your 
 time with your partner. I want you to get lost in
each other's eyes and forget that you're being
filmed. My background in documentary film has
taught me how to capture things in an unobtrusive
way and let my couples be their most authentic
selves.

WHAT ITS LIKE TO WORK WITH ME



"HANDS DOWN, THE BEST
WEDDING DECISION WE MADE
WAS HIRING LAUREN. SHE IS

RIDICULOUSLY TALENTED, A TON
OF FUN TO WORK WITH, AND CAN
TAKE A KERNEL OF YOUR VISION

AND LITERALLY MAKE YOUR
ENTIRE LIFE FLASH BEFORE

YOUR EYES."

- SARAH AND LEON CEDERNA



"INSERT A THOUGHTFUL
QUOTE HERE FROM ONE OF
YOUR PREVIOUS CLIENTS."

- ADD THEIR NAMES HERE

THE VIDEO SHE MADE IS JUST SO
US. AS YOU'LL SEE FROM HER

WORK, SHE CREATES VERY
DIVERSE VIDEOS FOR THE FOLKS
SHE WORKS WITH. SHE HAS AN
AMAZING ABILITY TO PICK UP
ON YOUR VIBE AS A COUPLE

ALMOST INSTANTLY. SHE'S ALSO
TERRIFIC AT MATCHING ENERGY.

THIS IS THE BEST MONEY WE
SPENT ON OUR WEDDING.

- HAY AND ANNA ROSE



PACKAGES

THE DOC

THE 
SUPREME

THE
WEDDING

1

2

3

- 8950

- 6800

- 5500

- UP TO 8 HOURS OF COVERAGE

- 5-MINUTE HIGHLIGHT FILM

- CEREMONY FILM & SPEECHES 

- AERIAL COVERAGE 

- DIGITALLY DELIVERED

- UP TO 10 HOURS OF COVERAGE

- 6-MINUTE HIGHLIGHT FILM

- CEREMONY FILM & SPEECHES 

- THE WEEKENDER (3 HOURS)

- SUPER 8 FILM

- DIGITALLY DELIVERED

- UP TO 2 DAYS OF COVERAGE (16 HOURS)

- 8-MINUTE HIGHLIGHT FILM

-1-MINUTE TEASER

- CEREMONY FILM & SPEECHES 

- THE WEEKENDER (3 HOURS)

- SUPER 8 FILM

- DOCUMENTARY FILM EDIT

- DIGITALLY DELIVERED

PRICING + SERVICES



ADD
ON'S

EXTENDED 
HIGHLIGHT FILM

 1
--500

- PER ADDITIONAL MINUTE
- UP TO 15 MINUTES 
 

TEASER EDIT2
- 500

- 1-MINUTE TEASER TRAILER 
- RELEASED BEFORE THE HIGHLIGHT
 

SUPER 8 FILM3
- 500 per roll

- ADD DEPTH TO YOUR FILM
WITH THE NOSTALGIC LOOK
OF FILM 

ADDITIONAL 
HOURS

 4
--350Per Hour

- MORE FILM COVERAGE ON YOUR
WEDDING DAY 



ADD
ON'S

DOCUMENTARY
FILM EDIT

 5
--1000

- "HOME-MOVIE STYLE EDIT"
- VIEW ALL THE FOOTAGE FROM 
THE DAY 
 

THE
WEEKENDER6

-1000 

- 3 HOURS OF COVERAGE
- TAILORED TO TELLING YOUR STORY
- FOOTAGE INCLUDED IN HIGHLIGHT FILM
 

ADDITIONAL 
SHOOTER7

- 700

- PROVIDES MORE COVERAGE OF
YOUR DAY 



FAQ

1
FREQUENTLY ASKED

HOW DO YOU CHOOSE MUSIC?

2HOW DO WE OFFICIALLY BOOK?

3
Your date is officially secured the moment

you sign the contract and pay the retainer.

The remaining balance is due 1-month prior

to your wedding. Dates are first-come, first

serve and can only be secured once the two

steps above are completed. After that,

you're in! 

 Music is one of THE most important aspects

of your wedding film and needs to be

intentionally chosen. During our pre-

wedding experience, we chat about genres of

music you love, your favorite artists, and the

vibe you're going for, to ensure that when it

comes time for me to hand-pick music from

my music-licensing software, I have inspired

ideas of what you both love in mind.

DO YOU OFFER PAYMENT PLAYS?

Absolutely! I want to make sure we make

a film that you love and that you don't have

to make any sacrifices. I am more than

happy to make accommodations and come up

with a payment plan that works for you.



THE WEEKENDER 
SESSION

"So, what is the weekender session?

Your weekender session is tailored completely to YOU. The
purpose of this session is to help tell your story. Who are you
together outside of your wedding day? What do you love to do on
the weekends?

Maybe that's cooking at home with your dogs.  Getting happy
hour at the bar where your first met. Adventuring through the
city. Or hiking up to your favorite vantage point.

It can be anything. But most importantly, it's meant to reflect
who you are together and the life you live outside of your
wedding day.

WHAT IS THIS, WHY SHOULD
WE ADD-IT, AND HOW DO WE
PREPARE?

"So, what do you do with this footage and how do we prep for it?"

This weekender session is 3 hours in length and can be tailored
around anything you want to showcase. The footage I get is then
crafted into your highlight film that you receive after your
wedding.

If you choose to add-on a weekender session, we will schedule a
30-minute brainstorming call entirely dedicated to this session.
We'll chat through ideas, locations, and logistics to ensure we get
the most out of our time together.

Then, day-of, let's create M A G I C.



A HEARTFELT

Being a part of the most intimate moments, seeing things that I
know will have a lasting impact on generations to come - is
something I don't take for granted. 

Thank you for trusting me to capture such a special day in your
lives. I understand the importance and weight of that job.

All my best, 
Lauren

THANK YOU



SAYHI@LOVEBUGPICTURES.COM
503-260-3544



FIRST LOOK
CONSIDERATIONS

To have a first look or not:

When you have a first look, it allows you more time

to spend soaking in the moment of seeing each

other for the first time. Many times if you get

nervous in front of people, the adrenaline can

prevent you from truly being present. Having a first

look also allows you to take family and couple

portraits before the ceremony, and avoid trying to

gather people as they wander off. 

I have also found that couples prefer this option so

that they can spend the rest of the evening enjoying

their guests and party. 

FL



HOW DO WE WORK
TOGETHER?

I always want couples to feel solid about working together.
There are so many wonderful photographers out there, that
you really should go with your gut. This person is going to be
with you on the most important day and you should feel
confident and comfortable with them. 

We can schedule a call to answer additional questions you
might have and so I can gather enough information to give
you an accurate proposal. I wouldn't want you paying for
something you don't need, so this call is helpful to gauge how I
can make your vision come to life. 

You can click on my Calendly link here to set up a time that
works for your schedule! Or go ahead and email me your
availability. 

Looking forward to connecting with you, 

Lauren Mueller



WEDDING FILM
COLLECTION + PRICING

UP TO 8 HOURS OF DAY-OF COVERAGE

SOCIAL MEDIA TEASER FILM

6-MINUTE HIGHLIGHT FILM 

DOCUMENTARY CEREMONY FILM & SPEECHES

AERIAL COVERAGE - WEATHER AND FAA PERMITTING

DIGITALLY DELIVERED PREMIUM VIEWING EXPERIENCE

 

$6,500 TRAVEL INCLUDED 


